
Instructions for GWR 6ton Crane & Match Truck 
This type of crane was used by the GWR from the end of the 19th 
century. There were variations in the design, earlier ones having 
ropes and pulleys to raise the jib. A Swindon drawing shows Dean-
Churchward brake-gear, but we have not seen photographic 
evidence of this. The cranes were used at small goods yards that 
didn't have a suitable yard crane. Whether they travelled to the yard 
with the loaded/empty wagons, or were sent in advance isn't known, 
as photographs are rare. They were also used at P.W. depots, where 
the last of them lasted into the 1980s. Known locations were 
Aberystwyth, Hatton, Hereford, Machynlleth, Old Oak Common,
Paddington, Pilning and Yate. 

                                           
Known numbers are 237, 240, 242, 244, 249, 250, 443, 445, 446 & 454. 
The match truck carried the same number, but in BR days the pairing 
was mixed, perhaps due to wagons being scrapped. There are photos 
in 'A Pictorial Record of GW Wagons' by J.H. Russell (OPC 1971/5). 
There is a photo of a 10ton hand crane working at Staverton Bridge 
in 'The Country Railway' by D. St.John Thomas (D & C 1975). 
Dimensions of this kit were taken from the crane on the Dean Forest 
Railway, and the match truck on the West Somerset Railway, and 
from drawings loaned by D. Hyde (who also loaned photos) . Also D. 
Larkin's photo lists for BR liveries.

ASSEMBLY:   Separate parts from sprues using a knife as required. 
A pair of tweezers will be useful for fitting plastic rod and threading 
chain. Unless otherwise noted, the side of parts attached to the 
sprue is the bottom edge. Begin by assembling the Match Truck. 
There are two identical sprues with the solebars/body sides etc (& 
some crane parts); & one with the floor/2 headstocks (other parts on 
this sprue are for the crane). Press bearings into axleboxes. Fit the 
solebars/ headstocks to the floor (this rests on top of the solebars) & 
add wheels. Fit the toolboxes together (ends between sides). The 
lids need 'folding' to fit, or can be folded upwards (the two halves 
may separate) for an open lid, if the crane is being modelled 
working. Toolboxes fit on the floor with the high side against the 
wagon side. Add brake levers & brakegear (against rib on floor) - 
one set each side. Use the buffer heads and discs located on the 
sprue near where the solebars were attached (top of discs has small 
'flat'). Fit the two 'eyes' to the back of the sides at the opposite end 
to the headstock with safety chain eyes. Remaining parts are for the 
crane: glue the two halves of the pulley together, and chain drum. 
Cut off one hook from the hook/pulley moulding, then glue together 
the 2 halves. 
Crane underframe: Press bearings into axle holes in solebars. With 
the floor upside down & end “M” on the right, the solebar with 'V' 
shaped part on lower edge, fits on the side of the floor nearest you, 
against the edge of the thickest part of floor. Add wheels & 
headstocks (the one marked “M” fits at end “M” of the floor). 
Brakelever attaches to peg on “V” shaped part on the solebar. Fit 
brakegear behind solebar same side as lever. Use buffers/collars 
from M.Truck mouldings: fit collars to bodies & add heads. 
Crane Body: Begin with parts from Match Truck floor sprue, & body 
sides from jib mouldings. Fit base (curved end at jib end) to one side 
ABOVE the 2 locating pins, & balance weight box bottom BELOW 
the 2 pins. Add the weight box ends (the one with 'instruction' plate 
at the back). While fitting the other body side, the chain drum 
should be fitted between the sides (Do NOT glue). Do not fit the 
weight box lid yet, although it can used to check assembly is square. 
Fit 'C' shaped guard to large gear wheel & add to side as diagram. 
Fit double wheel to back of other side resting on body base, & 'T' 
shaped column into hole in base/between sides (N.B. one arm of 'T' 
has a plate on - this faces the jib). There is a choice for the other 
gearwheel. At some time, probably in BR days, the lower half had a 
guard added on some cranes (No. 240 had one). Fit chosen type as 
diagram.  
Jib: cut parts from sprues carefully. Note that the two centre pieces 
will need slight filing where the 'X's were attached to give a proper 
fit (the one with three oblong holes, is the top one). Fit the 4 pieces 
of the jib together, plus the pulley (no glue!), with the 2 centre 
pieces 2.5mm from the body end of the jib. Note that 'X's rest on the 
edge of jib sides & part with holes in, fits between jib sides. Cut a 
5.5mm length from the thicker plastic rod. Fit the 2 trunnions to the 
jib at the end of the centre piece & pass the rod through to check 
squareness. The jib supports are in two pieces: the long ones fits on 
the trunnion rod (do not glue). The short ones fit on the pins inside 
the top of the body & are held in place by a 10mm piece of the thick 
plastic rod. It should not need gluing. Fit a 10mm piece of thick rod 
between the top back edge of body sides (into rings). Cut 4 pieces of 
thinner wire to fit between: hub of front gear to rest on half-round 
part of other side at “G” (bevel-gear to rotate body on real thing); 
from ring above this, to rest on top of front gear cover; top hole of 
inner (rear) gear wheel, & hub of same, to other side of body (into 

rings marked “X” (see “weight box” sketch overleaf). There were two 
lifting speeds (slow & even slower) and body rotating gears worked 
by sliding shafts to engage/disengage gears, hence lots of cross shafts. 
Spring the jib into the body onto locating pins. The halves of the jib 
support bars can be joined with the pegs/holes. They can be left 
unglued if the jib is to be raised/lowered. Chain: cut 40mm off. Use 
the longer piece & pass through the small hole behind trunnion & 
out over top of cross pin & pulley, down behind end cross pin. Attach 
small hook to this end of chain by tying with the thin wire supplied. 
The other end can either be glued to the chain drum (which can be 
rotated to wind up chain), or by using some of the thin wire to attach 
it. This will be necessary if you want to use the hook/pulley for double 
chain lifting, as it will necessary to pass the chain round the pulley (It 
should be done by removing the other hook). With the jib in the 
'travelling' position, i.e. lowest, the small hook is passed through the 
front lower oblong hole & out through the centre top hole back to 
the top of the 'T' column. It can be either attached by filing a notch & 
gluing (rather permanent), or by gluing a loop of wire to hook it into. 
(In this position the jib support bar pins could be removed, & the 
chain used for changing the jib angle, then refitting the pins) 
Side Platforms: one part has a thinner edge & no bolt-heads on one 
side (underneath): the thin edge rest on the top of the bottom lip of 
the body side channels, flush with the front edge of channel. The 
larger end bracket fits on the end of the channels & side platform, & 
the smaller (with tab) fits into the channels against the end of the 
platform below the weight box. Ensure platforms are level. The 
'folding parts' of platforms have a small rib on one edge. This is 
underneath against the body sides when closed, and on top at the 
outer edge when open, presumably to warn the operator that falling 
off is best avoided. Check that the pin for attaching the body rotates 
freely in the floor hole & fit body to the underframe. Like the real 
ones, the body needs balancing, do this by filling the box with 
plasticine or similar and fit the lid. 
Couplings: we recommend fitting scale 3-link/Instanter couplings 
between the two wagons, and perhaps a Hornby one (if you use 
these) on the other end of the match truck. If a Hornby coupling is 
fitted on the outer end of the crane, it will not be possible to fit the 
jacking girders. One solution would be to use an 'adaptor' wagon with 
Hornby at one end & scale at the other. 
Jacking Girders: these fit in the holes at each end of the crane 
solebars, and are slid out & supported on wood block/wedges whilst 
lifting (one each side at each end). If you glue them in, you won't be 
able to use them. Perhaps a small piece of 'Blue-Tack' could be used 
underneath. For lifting anything but small loads, double chain would 
be used (see above). The small hook hangs on the cross pin behind 
the pulley. Usually other chains or webbing slings would be used from 
the lifting hook, and using best practice, a beam with chains at the 
ends for lifting long loads, & a ring in the centre to go on the crane 
hook. The use of a beam keeps the slings vertical, preventing them 
closing up & allowing the load to slide out, possibly depriving 
someone of their long-service medal!  Suitable chain for slings would 
be the fine chain available from Langley Models or Hobbys,  this can 
also be used for the safety chain between the two wagons if these are 
to be fitted. When travelling, the jib was attached to a chain fixed to 
the 'eyes' at the end of the Match Truck, use the piece of chain you 
cut off earlier. Attach the locking handle to the side of the body as 
diagram. A small piece of 'Blue-Tack' can be used under the weight 
box to prevent the body turning when travelling.
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